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Pr«sture changes in working fluids are of utmost import-
ance in ma^y research and tost procedures. Pressure indicators
have been in use for many years, but performance defects hare re-
stricted their value even for laboratory and test stand work.
These restrictions are due to any one of many defects which af-
fect the operating limitations of most pressiure receivers* Most
pressure gages are sensitive not only to pressure, but also tem-
peratures, to mechanical strains due to mounting effects and to
mechanical vibrations in the walls of the pressure chamber* Most
receivers heavy enough to withstand high pressures, or even
moderate pressures have large masses or hl^ inertia linkages
which reduce the response to high or moderate frequency pressure
changes
•
With the above operating limitations in mind, a design
was attempted which would have low inertia, greatly reduced re-





For the pressure piokup, ijt was decided that the dia-
phragm, if small enough, would give satisfactory response to
frequency changes, and at the same time if thin enough, it'
would be sensitive to small pressure changes.
To measure the diaphragm deflections electrical strain
gages were selected. The resistance type strain gages are
secured by cement to the member of which the strain is to be
measured. This cement restricts the temperature to which the
member can be exposed. With this limitation of temperature, a
means of keeping this temperature dcwn, or of isolating the
strain gages from the hot gases was searched for.
Two diaphragms connected by a strut was at first con-
sidered, but this increased the inertia of the receiver, produced
a pumping action in the barrel, reduced its response for given
thickness of diaphragm, and reduced the natural frequency. After
these considerations, it was decided to replace the outer dia-
phragm by a narrow beam. This substantially reduced the inertia
of the system*
On this beam, the strain gages were to be mounted. The
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length of the strut between the diaphragm and the beam was to be
long enough to keep the temperature of the strain gages below
the temperature of failure of the bonding material.
For the materials from which to construct the gage* the
low expansion nickel alloys were considered in order to reduoe
the variations in the gage due to changes in temperature. Invar,
a 36^ nickel steel was considered best because of its low coef-
ficient of expansion for temperatures up to 350 F. The 50^ nic-
kel alloy has a constant coefficient for temperatures up to 750° F
but its coefficient is five times as great as the 36?S alloy. (See
Figure 1 for curve of coefficients versus temperatures) Invar was
selected also because of its reasonably high melting point com-
bined with its ability to resist corrosion when exposed to hot
gases.
To determine what order of deflection the diaphragm-strut-
beam system would take for various gas pressures, the loads were
construed as being divided between the diaphragm and the beam in-
versely as the deflection of each member when subjected to a unit
load.
The equation for the deflection of a clamped edge dia-
phragm with a center load is as follows
t




D la the "Flexure of stiffness" and equals u ?" 2 \
21 X 10^ X 10"Q
° 12C1-.084;
» 1.91
The equation for the deflection of a beam built in at both ends
and loaded at the center is as follows
<





Therefore the load will be divided as .0066 to .05. Precisely,
OOfifi
the beam will take *^cQg or .1165 of the load and the diaphragm
*Q^ or .8835 of the load, (Equations from Reference l)
•0566
To determine what portion of the total load will aot on
the strut from the diaphragm, it is necessary to determine what
load alone at the center will give the same deflection as unit
loading over the entire area of the diaphragm. Prom Reference 1
the equation for the deflection at the center of a diaphragm with
uniform load over the entire area is as follows:
q a* . 1 X .4096w s trs • 64%i:ii " -"""s"
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Equating thia deflection to the deflection of the dia-
phragm for a single center loading and solving for the loading:
P a2
.00335 » ^
P - *^^ll^ « .5075 lbs.
.006G
Checking the deflections of beam and diaphragm for a 20 pounds
per square inch pressure on the diaphragm:
For the beam: w .05 x 20 x .5075 x .1165 .0592"
For the diaphragm: w 20 x .00335 x .8835 .0592"
Two strain gages were mounted on opposite sides of the
beam in order to reduce temperature effects on the strain gages
The gages were bonded to the beam with a phenolic type thermo





Th« •eleotion of Invar for the gage material did not con-
sider the machining difficulties of this tough and ductile metal*
Uoirevera it is felt that the desirable physical and mechanical
properties far outweigh its machining difficulties.
The barrel, and the diaphragm and beam retaining rings
were machined from solid round stock three inches in diameter.
Machining instructions from Reference (2) were followed closely
and although the process was slow, no serious difficulties
other than dulling of the cutting tools was incountered.
The diaphragm and beam were cut from ,OikO inch sheet
Invar. The AB-11 type SR-4 strain gages were cemented to the
beam, on opposite sides, one over the other, clamped and baked
aooording to the baking schedule furnished with the cement. A
good bond was made without any pockets under the gages.
After the gage was assembled, the strut was peened to
the diaphragm and beam. See Figures 3 and 4 for pictures of
gage assembled and disassembled.
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DETERMINATION OE THE NATURAL FREQUENCY
Considerable time was spent in trying to develop an
equation for the theoretical determination of the natural or
resonant frequency of the diaphragm-atrut-beam syatem. It vas
decided that the system was rather complex and since accurate
determination was not considered necessary to the accurate cal-
ibration of the gage. With this in mind an experimental deter-
mination of the natural frequency was obtained as follows:
The strain gages were connected to the Strain Recorder
and the Recording Oscillograph. The pressure gage was tightly
clamped in a large bench vise. The system was made to vibrate
at its natural frequency by dropping a small drill rod on the
diaphragm and the oscillations recorded on the recording oscil-
lograph. Several runs were made with good duplication of results.
The natural frequency, thus determined, was 527 cycles per second.
Using the equation for a clamped edge diaphragm, and as-
suming the strut and beam effect to be that of a constant in this
equation, it was possible to predict within reasonable aociu*acy








To tost the gag« under tatlo conditions , it was mounted
on the end of a cylinder made from a short piece of two inch
pipe. It was held in place by means of its retaining collar and
two holddown bolts. (See Figure 6 for test equipment set-up)
The air pressure in the cylinder was controlled ty means
of a needle valve and the pressure was measured by means of a
meroury nanometer sixty inches high.
For temperature calibration, an iron-constantan thermo-
couple was mounted on the barrel of the gage and a hot plate used
to slowly and uniformly heat the gage to different temperatures.
Several sets of readingswere taken for each temperature
and results were closely duplicated In the room temperature runs,
but not 80 olosely duplicated in the higher temperature runs.
Total strain versus pressure for each temperature is shown
in Figure 7. Strain per inch of mercury pressure for various
pressures and temperatures is shown in Figure 8. Figure 7 was




For dynamic testing the pressure gage was mounted in a
T fitting in the exhaust stack of a six cylinder Chevrolet
engine. See Figure 5 for schematic drawing of test set-up.
The gage was forty-one inches downstream from the exhaust mani-
fold. In this connection, it might be mentioned that a closer
mounting of the gage to the exhaust manifold would show muoh
sharper pressure changes. The length of exhaust stack leading
to the gage has some damping effect on the individual cylinder
exhaust pressures.
The engine was equipped to operate on three cylinders
through the use of a devise for preventing the valves of three
cylinders from opening.
The engine was driven by the dynamometer for the first
run. Runs 2, 3, and 4 were at increasing speeds with three
cylinders and with a light load. These runs showed an increase
in pressure variations from 1.04 inches of mercury at 265 rpm
to 3.56 inches of mercury at 629 rpm. The first run showed a
pressure variation of only 1.15 inches of mercury at 700 rpm.
Runs 5 through 15 were made at approximately the same
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rpm but with generally increasing loads. These runs showed a
general increase in pressure variation with increasing load.
The last two runs were made at high rpm (1010 and 1435)
and they showed a decrease in pressure with increasing rpm and
same load.
Very few absolute pressures were obtained and these
were believed to be in error due to the rapid creep of the "zero"
of the gag© with changing temperatures
.
Table I shows the data for all runs as reduced from




Static t«8t results were quite eatisfaotory. The gage
folloired, with reasonable aocuraay, an almost linear variation
of pressure versus strain for all test temperatures and static
pressures. Errors were less than 7.5^ for pressures up to 44
inches of mercury.
For the dynamic tests, "zeroing" the gage was all but
impossible. It was necessary to stop the engine to "zero the
giige after the desired test temperature was reached. During
this short time interval the gage cooled slightly, or as in
some oases, continued to increase in temperature due to the hot
exhaust stack. When the engine was again running at the proper
rpm and load, the gage would change temperature again and give
wide variations in readings. During any one run the creep of
the zero on the oscillograph trace could be seen to move con-
siderably as the gage temperature changed even though the ex-
haust temperature would remain reasonably constant. Run 25
showed a variation over the length of a four second trace of
nine tenths of an inch of mercury per second.
The difference in pressure (high and low) over very
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short periods or between adjsoent oyoles is shown quite aocur-
ately on the traces of the recording oscillogrsph. The change
of strain per inch of mercury pressure is reasonably constant
and is plotted for test temperatures in Fij^ure 8.
Another method of measurement of the diaphragm deflec-
tion occurred to the author and seems worthy of mention for
further research. This consists of a very sm*ll (very low in-
ertia) linear variable differential transformer secured on the
end of the strut to replace the beam. Motion of the strut
would move the very light core or casing of the transformer and
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Figure 3 Pressure Gage Assembled
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E Modulus of Elasticity, Ibs/sq.in.
h thickneas, in.
)i Poisson's Ratio
b Width of beam, in.
q Load/ unit aroa* Ibs/sq.in*
P Concentrated load, lbs.
w Deflection, in.
/^ Density, Ibs/cu.ft.
g Acceleration due to gravity
a Radius, in.
r Distance from center along radius, in*
I Moment of inertia, in.'
FOR THE OAGE TESTED*
h « .01 inches
b » .25 inches ^
)i .290
a .8 inches
y^ - 508 Ibs/cu.ft.
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